
Item #2 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date:  September 27, 2023 

To:   Board of Directors 

From:  David Aranda, Interim General Manager   

Subject:  Ratify Two Agreements with Best Best & Krieger (BB&K)To Serve Both as Special Counsel 
for CalPERS Pension and as General Counsel 

 

Recommendation 
 
Ratify the two agreements with BB&K for 1) general counsel services and 2) specialized work for the 
District.  
 
Background 
 
The Board President can provide more information regarding working with Best Best & Krieger both 
regarding contractual issues involving CalPERS and the need for General Counsel. 

My personal experience with Best Best & Krieger covers several years because Ann Siprelle has been 
and continues to be General Counsel for SDRMA and Stallion Springs CSD.  I also have experience 
with the special attorneys that deal with CalPERS issues and Prop. 218 issues as well as real estate 
transactions.  Their work is professional, accurate, and I found that they only charge for the attorney 
doing the work. 

Exhibits 
• Legal Services Agreement for General Counsel Services 
• Legal Services Agreement with Isabel Safie of BBK for her specialized work for the District  
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AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 
BETWEEN 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
AND 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

1. PARTIES AND DATE. 

This Agreement is made and entered into as of the 20th day of September, 2023, by and 
between the Kensington Police Protection and Community Services District, a California Special 
District (“Client”) and Best Best & Krieger LLP, a limited liability partnership engaged in the 
practice of law (“BB&K”). 

2. RECITALS. 

2.1 Client wishes to engage the services of BB&K as its General Counsel to perform 
all necessary legal services for the Client on the terms set forth below.   

3. TERMS. 

3.1 Term.  The term of this Agreement shall commence on September 20, 2023 and 
shall continue in full force and effect until terminated in accordance with Section 3.12. 

3.2 Scope of Services.  BB&K shall serve as General Counsel and shall perform legal 
services (“Services”) as may be required from time to time by the Client as set forth by this 
Agreement, unless otherwise agreed to by the Client and BB&K.  As part of the Services to be 
performed hereunder, BB&K shall be responsible for the following: 

3.2.1 Preparation for, and attendance at, regular meetings of the Client as 
requested; 

3.2.2 Provision of legal counsel at such other meetings as directed by the Client; 

3.2.3 Preparation or review of all Client ordinances and resolutions, together with 
such staff reports, orders, agreements, forms, notices, declarations, certificates, deeds, leases and 
other documents as requested by the Client; 

3.2.4 Rendering to the officers and employees of the Client legal advice and 
opinions on all legal matters affecting the Client, including new legislation and court decisions, as 
directed by the Client; 

3.2.5 Researching and interpreting laws, court decisions and other legal 
authorities in order to prepare legal opinions and to advise the Client on legal matters pertaining 
to Client operations, as directed by the Client; 

3.2.6 Performing legal work pertaining to property acquisition, property disposal, 
public improvements, public rights-of-way and easements, as directed by the Client; 
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3.2.7 Responding to inquiries and review for legal sufficiency ordinances, 
resolutions, contracts, and administrative and personnel matters, as directed by the Client; 

3.2.8 Representing and assisting on litigation matters, as directed by the Client.  
Such services shall include, but shall not be limited to, the preparation for and making of 
appearances, including preparing pleadings and petitions, making oral presentations, and preparing 
answers, briefs or other documents on behalf of the Client, and any officer or employee of the 
Client, in all federal and state courts of this State, and before any governmental board or 
commission, including reviewing, defending or assisting any insurer of the Client or its agents or 
attorneys with respect to any lawsuit filed against the Client or any officer or employee thereof, 
for money or damages. 

3.3 Designated General Counsel.  Ann Siprelle is designated as General Counsel, and 
shall be responsible for the performance of all Services under this Agreement, including the 
supervision of Services performed by other members of BB&K.  No change in this assignment 
shall be made without the consent of the Client. 

3.4 Time of Performance.  The Services of BB&K shall be performed expeditiously in 
the time frames and as directed by the Client. 

3.5 Assistance.  The Client agrees to provide all information and documents necessary 
for the attorneys at BB&K to perform their obligations under this Agreement. 

3.6 Independent Contractor.  BB&K shall perform all legal services required under this 
Agreement as an independent contractor of the Client and shall remain, at all times as to the Client, 
a wholly independent contractor with only such obligations as are required under this Agreement.  
Neither the Client, nor any of its employees, shall have any control over the manner, mode or 
means by which BB&K, its agents or employees, render the legal services required under this 
Agreement, except as otherwise set forth.  The Client shall have no voice in the selection, 
discharge, supervision or control of BB&K’s employees, representatives or agents, or in fixing 
their number, compensation, or hours of service. 

3.7 Fees and Costs.  BB&K shall render and bill for legal services in the following 
categories and at rates set forth in Exhibit “A” and in accordance with the BB&K Billing Policies 
set forth in Exhibit “D”, both of which are attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
In addition, the Client shall reimburse BB&K for reasonable and necessary expenses incurred by 
it in the performance of the Services under this Agreement.  Authorized reimbursable expenses 
shall include, but are not limited to, printing and copying expenses, mileage expenses at the rate 
allowed by the Internal Revenue Service, toll road expenses, long distance telephone and facsimile 
tolls, computerized research time (e.g. Lexis or Westlaw), research services performed by BB&K’s 
library staff, extraordinary mail or delivery costs (e.g. courier, overnight and express delivery), 
court fees and similar costs relating to the Services that are generally chargeable to a client.  
However, no separate charge shall be made by BB&K for secretarial or word processing services. 

3.8 Billing.  BB&K shall submit monthly to the Client a detailed statement of account 
for Services.  The Client shall review BB&K’s monthly statements and pay BB&K for Services 
rendered and costs incurred, as provided for in this Agreement, on a monthly basis. 
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3.9 Annual Reviews.  The Client and BB&K agree that a review of performance and 
the compensation amounts referenced in this Agreement should occur at least annually. 

3.10 Insurance.  BB&K carries errors and omissions insurance with Lloyd’s of London.  
After a standard deductible, this insurance provides coverage beyond what is required by the State 
of California.  A separate schedule containing BB&K’s insurance policies will be available for 
inspection upon Client’s request. 

3.11 Attorney-Client Privilege.  Confidential communication between the Client and 
BB&K shall be covered by the attorney-client privilege.  As used in this article, “confidential 
communication” means information transmitted between the Client and BB&K in the course of 
the relationship covered by this Agreement and in confidence by a means that, so far as the Client 
is aware, discloses the information to no third persons other than those who are present to further 
the interests of the Client in the consultation or those to whom disclosure is reasonably necessary 
for the transmission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which BB&K is 
consulted, and includes any legal opinion formed and advice given by BB&K in the course of this 
relationship. 

3.12 Termination of Agreement and Legal Services.  This Agreement and the Services 
rendered under it may be terminated at any time upon thirty (30) days’ prior written notice from 
either party, with or without cause.  In the event of such termination, BB&K shall be paid for all 
Services authorized by the Client and performed up through and including the effective date of 
termination.  BB&K shall also be reimbursed for all costs associated with transitioning any files 
or other data or documents to a new law firm or returning them to the Client. 

3.13 Entire Agreement.  This Agreement contains the entire Agreement of the parties 
with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior negotiations, understandings or 
agreements. 

3.14 Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
California.  Venue shall be in Contra Costa County. 

3.15 Amendment; Modification.  No supplement, modification or amendment of this 
Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing and signed by both parties. 

3.16 Waiver.  No waiver of any default shall constitute a waiver of any other default or 
breach, whether of the same or other covenant or condition.  No waiver, benefit, privilege, or 
service voluntarily given or performed by a party shall give the other party any contractual rights 
by custom, estoppel, or otherwise. 

3.17 Invalidity; Severability.  If any portion of this Agreement is declared invalid, 
illegal, or otherwise unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions 
shall continue in full force and effect. 

3.18 Counterparts.  This Agreement may be signed in counterparts, each of which shall 
constitute an original. 
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3.19 Delivery of Notices.  All notices permitted or required under this Agreement notices 
shall be deemed made when personally delivered or when mailed, forty-eight (48) hours after 
deposit in the U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid and addressed to the party at its applicable 
address.  Actual notice shall be deemed adequate notice on the date actual notice occurred, 
regardless of the method of service.  All notices permitted or required under this Agreement shall 
be given to the respective parties at the following address, or at such other address as the respective 
parties may provide in writing for this purpose: 

Client: Kensington Police Protection and Community Services District 
10940 San Pablo Ave., Bldg. B 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 
Attention:  General Manager 

BB&K: Best Best & Krieger LLP 
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1700 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Attention:  Ann Siprelle 

3.20 Indemnification. 

(A) BB&K agrees to indemnify Client, its officers, employees and agents 
against, and will hold and save each of them harmless from, any and all actions, suits, claims, 
damages to persons or property, losses, costs, penalties, obligations, errors, omissions or liabilities 
(herein “claims or liabilities”) that may be asserted or claimed by any person, firm or entity arising 
from the negligent acts or omissions of BB&K hereunder, or arising from BB&K’s negligent
performance of any term, provision, covenant or condition of this Agreement, except to the extent 
such claims or liabilities arise from the negligence or willful misconduct of Client, its officers, 
agents or employees. 

(B) Client acknowledges BB&K is being appointed as General Counsel 
pursuant to the authority of Government Code Section 61060, and has the authority of that office.  
Accordingly, the Client is responsible pursuant to Government Code Section 825 for providing a 
defense for the General Counsel for actions within the scope of its engagement hereunder.  
Therefore, Client agrees to undertake its statutory duty and indemnify BB&K, its officers, 
employees and agents against and will hold and save each of them harmless from, any and all 
claims or liabilities that may be asserted or claims by any person, firm or entity arising out of or 
in connection with the work, operations or activities of BB&K within the course and scope of its 
performance hereunder, but nothing herein shall require Client to indemnify BB&K for liability 
arising from its own negligence or alleged negligence.  In connection herewith: 

(i) Client will promptly provide a defense and pay any judgment 
rendered against the Client, its officers, agency or employees for any such claims or liabilities 
arising out of or in connection with such work, operations or activities of Client hereunder; and 

(ii) In the event BB&K, its officers, agents or employees is made a party 
to any action or proceeding filed or prosecuted against Client for such damages or other claims 
solely arising out of or in connection with the work operation or activities of Client hereunder, 
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Client agrees to pay to BB&K, its officers, agents or employees any and all costs and expenses 
incurred by attorney, its officers, agents or employees in such action or proceeding, including, but 
not limited to, legal costs and attorneys’ fees. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Client and BB&K have executed this Agreement for 
General Counsel Legal Services as of the date first written above. 

(signatures contained on following page) 
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO 
AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 

BETWEEN 
KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 

AND 
BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 

By: _______________________________ Date: _____________________ 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

By: _______________________________ Date: _____________________ 
Ann M. Siprelle 
Partner 
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EXHIBIT “A” 
TO 

AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 
BETWEEN 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
AND 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

1. Basic Legal Services - Description.  Basic legal services shall include all services provided 
to Client that are not otherwise specifically identified below as either Special Legal Services, Third 
Party Reimbursable Legal Services, or Public Finance Legal Services (“Basic Legal Services”). 

2. Basic Legal Services – Rates.  The Client shall pay for Basic Legal Services at the 
following rates: 

Partner & Of Counsel $290 per hour 
Associates $260 per hour 
Paralegals & Municipal Specialists $200 per hour 

3. Special Legal Services - Description.  Special Legal Services shall include the following 
types of services: 

A. Litigation and formal administrative or other adjudicatory hearing matters 
B. Labor relations and employment matters 
C. Non-routine real estate matters (e.g. CC&R’s, deed or title work) 
D. Land acquisition and disposal matters (including pre-condemnation) 
E. Taxes, fees and charges matters (e.g. Prop. 218 & Mitigation Fee Act) 
F. Public construction disputes 
G. Non-routine contract negotiation matters (including non-BB&K model 

agreements and franchise agreements) 
H. Non-routine land use and development matters (including general plan 

updates, Williamson Act issues, annexations and development agreements) 
I. Environmental matters (e.g. CEQA, NEPA, endangered species) 
J. Water law matters (e.g. water rights & quality) 
K. Tax matters 
L. Employee benefit and payroll tax matters  
M. Toxic substances matters (e.g. CERCLA, RCRA) 
N. Complex public utility matters (e.g. electric, natural gas, 

telecommunications, water, rail or transit that involve state or federal 
regulatory issues) 

O. Renewable energy and energy efficiency project contracts and power 
purchase agreements 

P. Intergovernmental Relations and Advocacy efforts (e.g. legislative and 
regulatory representation) at the federal and state level. 

Q. Other matters mutually agreed upon between BBK and the General 
Manager 
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4. Special Legal Services – Rates.  Any lawyer of the firm may be called upon from time to 
time to work on matters as particular needs arise.  Special Legal Services work will be billed at 
individual rates depending upon the area of expertise.  Hourly rates for those attorneys fall within 
the following ranges: Partners and Of Counsel range from $325 to $650 per hour, Associates range 
from $250 to $295 per hour. 

5. Agreement Regarding Rate Categories.  If BB&K believes that a matter falls within the 
Special Legal Services, Third Party Reimbursable Legal Services, or Public Finance Legal 
Services rate categories, BB&K shall seek approval from the General Manager or his/her designee.  
The General Manager’s or her designee’s approval of such a request from BB&K shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 

6. Annual Adjustments; Other Mutual Adjustments.  The rates or amounts provided for herein 
shall be automatically increased as follows: Blended rates will be adjusted annually using the cost 
of living index.  At the start of the Client’s fiscal year, July 2018 and every July thereafter during 
the term of this Agreement, rates and amounts shall be increased for the change in the cost of living 
for the twelve (12) month period published for the most recent calendar year end, as shown by the 
U.S. Department of Labor in its All Urban Consumers Index set forth for the San Francisco-
Oakland-San Jose area; provided, however, that such adjustment shall never be lower than zero 
percent (0%) nor more than four percent (4%).  Individual rates that are specific to individual 
attorneys and/or legal personnel are reviewed annually and may be increased from time to time 
with advanced written notice to the Client.  In addition to the automatic rate increases, either 
BB&K or the Client may initiate consideration of a rate increase at any time. 
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EXHIBIT “B” 
TO 

AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 
BETWEEN 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
AND 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

THIRD PARTY REIMBURSABLE BILLING POLICIES 

1. Third Party Reimbursable Legal Services - Description.  Third Party Reimbursable Legal 
Services shall include legal services provided to the Client for which the Client receives 
reimbursement from a developer or other third party.  These reimbursable legal services include, 
but are not limited to, review of CC&Rs; establishment of financing districts (i.e., Community 
Facilities Districts; Assessment Districts; Landscape and Lighting Maintenance Districts); the 
processing of land use/environmental projects for which the Client is entitled to reimbursement, 
as well as defending any challenges to project entitlements or any dispute or litigation related to 
such reimbursable legal services. 

2. Third Party Reimbursable Legal Services - Rates.  The Client shall pay for Third Party 
Reimbursable Legal Services at BB&K’s then current published standard private client rates, 
minus ten percent (10%).  Upon execution of this Agreement, BB&K shall provide a copy of its 
published rate schedule to the Client.  BB&K shall also provide annual written updates to the 
Client when changes are made to the published rate schedule. 
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EXHIBIT “C” 
TO 

AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 
BETWEEN 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
AND 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

PUBLIC FINANCE & BOND BILLING POLICIES 

Public Finance & Bond Rates.  BB&K will provide bond counsel, special counsel or 
disclosure counsel services at the request of the Client.  Such bond counsel and special counsel 
services include the preparation of all legislative approvals and legal documentation relating to the 
appropriate sale and delivery of the bonds, notes or other obligations.  BB&K will also prepare 
such closing certificates and legal opinions necessary for the delivery of the bonds.  As disclosure 
counsel, we will prepare the disclosure documents for the Client and conduct the necessary due 
diligence related to the transaction.  Our fees will be determined based upon the type of financing 
and the expected involvement of the attorneys involved.  We will provide the Client with a detailed 
description of our services and our fees and reimbursable costs upon the Client’s request.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in those cases where the fees are reimbursable by a third party, at 
BB&K’s option it may proceed on an hourly basis and utilize the Third Party Reimbursable Legal 
Services category provided for in this Amendment, including with respect to services rendered for 
the formation of, or annexation to, a CFD (of either the District or other local public agency), as 
well as the negotiation and preparation of funding agreements and joint financing agreements.  
Legal services related to the Client’s compliance with its continuing disclosure covenants and 
provide such necessary advice on the Client’s compliance shall be billed as Special Legal Services, 
above. 
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EXHIBIT “D” 
TO 

AGREEMENT FOR GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES 
BETWEEN 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
AND 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

BB&K BILLING POLICIES 

Our century of experience has shown that the attorney-client relationship works best when 
there is mutual understanding about fees, expenses, billing and payment terms.  Therefore, this 
statement is intended to explain our billing policies and procedures.  Clients are encouraged to 
discuss with us any questions they have about these policies and procedures.  Clients may direct 
specific questions about a bill to the attorney with whom the client works or to Judy Ismael of our 
Accounting Department.  Any specific billing arrangements different from those set forth below 
will be confirmed in a separate written agreement between the client and the firm. 

Fees for Professional Services 

Unless a flat fee is set forth in our engagement agreement with a client, our fees for the 
legal work we will undertake will be based in substantial part on time spent by personnel in our 
office on that client’s behalf.  In special circumstances which will be discussed with the client and 
agreed upon in writing, fees will be based upon the novelty or difficulty of the matter, or the time 
or other special limitations imposed by the client. 

Hourly rates are set to reflect the skill and experience of the attorney or other legal 
personnel rendering services on the client’s behalf.  Time is accrued on an incremental basis for 
such matters as telephone calls (minimum .3 hour) and letters (minimum .5 hour), and on an actual 
basis for all other work.  Our attorneys are currently billed at rates from  $250 to $650 per hour, 
and our administrative assistants, research assistants, paralegals and law clerks are billed at rates 
from $180 to $250 per hour.  These hourly rates are reviewed annually to accommodate rising firm 
costs and to reflect changes in attorney status as lawyers attain new levels of legal experience.  
Any increases resulting from such reviews will be instituted automatically and will apply to each 
affected client, after advance notice. 

Fees For Other Services, Costs and Expenses 

We attempt to serve all our clients with the most effective support systems available.  
Therefore, in addition to fees for professional legal services, we also charge separately for some 
other services and expenses to the extent of their use by individual clients.  These charges include 
but are not limited to, mileage at the current IRS approved rate per mile, extraordinary telephone 
and document delivery charges, copying charges, computerized research, court filing fees and 
other court-related expenditures including court reporter and transcription fees.  No separate 
charge is made for secretarial or word processing services; those costs are included within the 
above hourly rates. 
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We may need to advance costs and incur expenses on your behalf on an ongoing basis.  
These items are separate and apart from attorneys’ fees and, as they are out-of-pocket charges, we 
need to have sufficient funds on hand from you to pay them when due.  We will advise the client 
from time to time when we expect items of significant cost to be incurred, and it is required that 
the client send us advances to cover those costs before they are due. 

Advance Deposit Toward Fees And Costs 

Because new client matters involve both a substantial undertaking by our firm and the 
establishment of client credit with our accounting office, we require an advance payment from 
clients.  The amount of this advance deposit is determined on a case-by-case basis discussed first 
with the client, and is specified in our engagement agreement. 

Upon receipt, the advance deposit will be deposited into the firm’s client trust account.  
Our monthly billings will reflect such applications of the advance deposit to costs and not to 
attorney’s fees.  At the end of engagement, we will apply any remaining balance first to costs and 
then to fees.  We also reserve the right to require increases or renewals of these advanced deposits. 

By signing the initial engagement agreement, each client is agreeing that trust account 
balances may be withdrawn and applied to costs as they are incurred and to our billings, after 
presentation to the client.  If we succeed in resolving your matter before the amounts deposited are 
used, any balance will be promptly refunded. 

Monthly Invoices and Payment 

Best Best & Krieger LLP provides our clients with monthly invoices for legal services 
performed and expenses incurred.  Invoices are due and payable upon receipt. 

Each monthly invoice reflects both professional and other fees for services rendered 
through the end of the prior month, as well as expenses incurred on the client’s behalf that have 
been processed by the end of the prior month.  Processing of some expenses is delayed until the 
next month and billed thereafter. 

Our fees are not contingent upon any aspect of the matter and are due upon receipt.  All 
billings are due and payable within ten days of presentation unless the full amount is covered by 
the balance of an advance held in our trust account.  If a bill is not paid within 30 days, a late 
charge of one percent per month on the unpaid invoice shall be added to the balance owed, 
commencing with the next statement and continuing until paid. 

It is our policy to treat every question about a bill promptly and fairly.  It is also our policy 
that if a client does not pay an invoice within 60 days of mailing, we assume the client is, for 
whatever reason, refusing to pay.  We will then advise the client by letter that the client may pay 
the invoice within 14 days or the firm will take appropriate steps to withdraw as attorney of record.  
If the delay is caused by a problem in the invoice, we must rely upon the client to raise that with 
us during the 14-day period.  This same policy applies to fee arrangements which require the client 
to replenish fee deposits or make deposits for anticipated costs. 
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From time to time clients have questions about the format of the bill or description of work 
performed.  If you have any such questions, please ask them when you receive the bill so we may 
address them on a current basis. 

Changes in Fee Arrangements and Budgets 

It may be necessary under certain circumstances for a client to increase the size of required 
advances for fees after the commencement of our engagement and depending upon the scope of 
the work.  For example, prior to a protracted trial or hearing, the firm may require a further advance 
payment to the firm’s trust account sufficient to cover expected fees.  Any such changes in fee 
arrangements will be discussed with the client and mutually agreed in writing. 

Because of the uncertainties involved, any estimates of anticipated fees that we provide at 
the request of a client for budgeting purposes, or otherwise, can only be an approximation of 
potential fees. 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP
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Isabel C. Safie
Partner

(951) 826-8309
isabel.safie@bbklaw.com

Best Best & Krieger LLP | 2855 E. Guasti Road, Suite 400, Ontario, California  91761 
Phone: (909) 989-8584 | Fax: (909) 944-1441 | bbklaw.com 

September 26, 2023 

VIA E-MAIL ONLY

Alexandra Aquino-Fike, Board President 
Kensington Police Protection and Community Services District  
10940 San Pablo Avenue, Bldg. B 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 

Re: Revised Legal Representation Agreement 

Dear President Aquino-Fike: 

ABOUT OUR REPRESENTATION 

Best Best & Krieger LLP is pleased to represent Kensington Police Protection and 
Community Services District (“District”).  Specifically, we will assist the District on employee 
benefit matters, including CalPERS matters, as requested by the District.  This letter constitutes 
our agreement setting the terms of our representation.  If you wish us to represent the District and 
agree to the terms set forth in this letter, after you review the letter please sign it and return the 
signed copy to us. 

CONFIDENTIALITY AND ABSENCE OF CONFLICTS 

An attorney-client relationship requires mutual trust between the client and the attorney.  It 
is understood that communications exclusively between counsel and the client are confidential and 
protected by the attorney-client privilege. 

To also assure mutuality of trust, we have maintained a conflict of interest index.  The 
California Rules of Professional Conduct defines whether a past or present relationship with any 
party prevents us from representing the District.  Similarly, the District will be included in our list 
of clients to ensure we comply with the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

We have checked the following names against our client index: Kensington Police 
Protection and Community Services District and Alexandra Aquino-Fike.  Based on that check, 
we can represent the District.  Please review the list to see if any other persons or entities should 
be included.  If you do not tell us to the contrary, we will assume that this list is complete and 
accurate.  We request that you update this list for us if there are any changes in the future. 
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Alexandra Aquino-Fike 
September 26, 2023 
Page 2 

Best Best & Krieger LLP 

YOUR OBLIGATIONS ABOUT FEES AND BILLINGS 

As a public agency, we are able to offer the District the following public agency billing 
rates for special counsel work:  

Title Hourly Rate 
Isabel Safie, Partner   $475 
Partners/Of Counsel  $425 
Associates  $300 
Pension Compliance Analyst  $250 
Paralegal $200  

We are happy to discuss mutually agreed upon adjustments whenever necessary. In 
addition, on July 1, 2025, and each July 1st thereafter, all hourly rates and amounts will be 
increased for the change in the cost of living for the prior calendar year, as shown by the U.S. 
Department of Labor in its All Urban Consumers Index set forth for the San Francisco-Oakland-
San Jose area, with prior written notice, not to exceed four percent (4%).   

Our billing policies are described in the memorandum attached to this letter, entitled “Best 
Best & Krieger LLP’s Billing Policies.”  You should consider the Billing Policies memorandum 
part of this agreement as it binds both of us.  For that reason, you should read it carefully. 

INSURANCE 

We understand that you are not now insured or have any insurance that may cover potential 
liability or attorneys’ fees in this matter.  If you think you may have such insurance, please notify 
me immediately. 

We are also pleased to let you know that Best Best & Krieger LLP carries errors and 
omissions insurance with Lloyd’s of London.  After a standard deductible, this insurance provides 
coverage beyond what is required by the State of California. 

NEW MATTERS 

When we are engaged by a new client on a particular matter, we are often later asked to 
work on additional matters.  You should know that such new matters will be the subject of a new 
signed supplement to this agreement.  Similarly, this agreement does not cover and is not a 
commitment by either of us that we will undertake any appeals or collection procedures.  Any such 
future work would also have to be agreed upon in a signed supplement. 

HOW THIS AGREEMENT MAY BE TERMINATED 

You, of course, have the right to end our services at any time.  If you do so, you will be 
responsible for the payment of fees and costs accrued but not yet paid, plus reasonable fees and 
costs in transferring the case to you or your new counsel.  By the same token, we reserve the right 
to terminate our services to you upon written notice, order of the court, or in accordance with our 
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attached Billing Policies memorandum.  This could happen if you fail to pay our fees and costs as 
agreed, fail to cooperate with us in this matter, or if we determine we cannot continue to represent 
the District for ethical or practical concerns. 

CLIENT FILE 

If you do not request the return of the District file, we will retain your file for five years.  
After five years, we may have the District file destroyed.  If you would like the District file 
maintained for more than five years or returned, you must make separate arrangements with us. 

THANK YOU 

On a personal note, we are pleased that you have selected Best Best & Krieger LLP to 
represent the District.  We look forward to a long and valued relationship with you and appreciate 
your confidence in selecting us to represent the District in this case.  If you have any questions at 
any time about our services or billings, please do not hesitate to call me. 

If this letter meets with your approval, please sign and date it, and return the original to us.  
Unless you sign, date and return this letter to us, we will not represent the District in any capacity, 
and we will assume that you have made other arrangements for legal representation.  The signed 
letter may be provided to us via electronic mail.  

By signing this Agreement, you approve work performed on behalf of the District between 
September 6, 2023 and the date this Agreement is executed and agree that it may be billed. 

Sincerely, 

Isabel C. Safie 
of BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 

AGREED AND ACCEPTED: 

KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION 
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 

By:

Dated:  
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BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP’S BILLING POLICIES

Our century of experience has shown that the 
attorney-client relationship works best when there is mutual 
understanding about fees, expenses, billing and payment 
terms.  Therefore, this statement is intended to explain our 
billing policies and procedures.  Clients are encouraged to 
discuss with us any questions they have about these policies 
and procedures.  Clients may direct specific questions about 
a bill to the attorney with whom the client works or to our 
Accounts Receivable Department 
(accounts.receivable@bbklaw.com).  Any specific billing 
arrangements different from those set forth below will be 
confirmed in a separate written agreement between the client 
and the firm. 

INVOICE AND PAYMENT OPTIONS 

Best Best & Krieger strives to meet our clients’ 
needs in terms of providing a wide variety of invoice types, 
delivery and payment options.  Please indicate those needs 
including the preferred method of invoice delivery (Invoice 
via Email; or USPS).  In addition, 
accounts.receivable@bbklaw.com can provide a W-9 upon 
request and discuss various accepted payment methods. 

FEES FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Unless a flat fee is set forth in our engagement letter 
with a client, our fees for the legal work we will undertake 
will be based in substantial part on time spent by personnel 
in our office on that client’s behalf.  In special circumstances 
which will be discussed with the client and agreed upon in 
writing, fees will be based upon the novelty or difficulty of 
the matter, or the time or other special limitations imposed 
by the client. 

Hourly rates are set to reflect the skill and 
experience of the attorney or other legal personnel rendering 
services on the client’s behalf.  All legal services are billed 
in one-tenth of an hour (0.10/hour) or six-minute 
increments.  Our attorneys are currently billed at rates from 
$235 to $895 per hour, and our administrative assistants, 
research assistants, municipal analysts, litigation analysts, 
paralegals, paraprofessionals and law clerks are billed at 
rates from $175 to $300 per hour for new work.  These rates 
reflect the ranges in both our public and our private rates.  
These hourly rates are reviewed annually to accommodate 
rising firm costs and to reflect changes in attorney status as 
lawyers attain new levels of legal experience.  Any increases 
resulting from such reviews will be instituted automatically 
and will apply to each affected client, after advance notice. 

Non-Attorney Personnel:  BBK may employ the 
services of non-attorney personnel under the supervision of 

a BBK attorney in order to perform services called for in the 
legal services agreement.  The most common non-attorney 
personnel utilized are paralegals.  Other types of non-
attorney personnel include, but are not limited to, case 
clerks, litigation analysts, and specialty consultants.  The 
client agrees that BBK may use such non-attorney personnel 
to perform its services when it is reasonably necessary in the 
judgment of the responsible BBK attorney.  Hourly fees for 
non-attorney personnel will be charged at the rate then in 
effect for such personnel.  A copy of BBK’s current rates 
and titles for non-attorney personnel will be provided upon 
request. 

FEES FOR ELECTRONICALLY STORED 
INFORMATION (“ESI”) SUPPORT AND STORAGE 

BBK provides Electronically Stored Information 
(“ESI”) services for matters requiring ESI support, which 
are matters with a document population over 1GB – 
typically litigation or threatened litigation matters.     BBK 
provides services for basic ESI processing and storage at the 
following rates per month based on the number of gigabytes 
of data (“GB”) processed and stored: 

1GB -250GB: $10 per GB 
251GB - 550GB: $8 per GB 
551GB - 750GB: $6 per GB 

751GB - 1TB: $4 per GB 

The amount BBK charges for basic processing and 
storage of ESI allows BBK to recover the costs of providing 
such services, plus a net profit for BBK.  BBK believes that 
the rates it charges for processing and storage are lower than 
comparable services available from third party vendors in 
the market.  If you wish to contract separately with a third 
party vendor for processing and storage costs, please notify 
BBK in writing.  BBK shall not incur costs for ESI support 
on a particular matter without first confirming by email or 
written correspondence with the client that the client agrees 
such services are necessary for the matter at hand. 

FEES FOR OTHER SERVICES, COSTS AND 
EXPENSES 

We attempt to serve all our clients with the most 
effective support systems available.  Therefore, in addition 
to fees for professional legal services, we also charge 
separately for some other services and expenses to the extent 
of their use by individual clients.  These charges include but 
are not limited to, mileage at the current IRS approved rate 
per mile, extraordinary telephone and document delivery 
charges, copying charges, computerized research, court 
filing fees and other court-related expenditures including 
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court reporter and transcription fees.  No separate charge is 
made for secretarial or word processing services; those costs 
are included within the above hourly rates. 

We may need to advance costs and incur expenses 
on your behalf on an ongoing basis.  These items are 
separate and apart from attorneys’ fees and, as they are out-
of-pocket charges, we need to have sufficient funds on hand 
from you to pay them when due.  We will advise the client 
from time to time when we expect items of significant cost 
to be incurred, and it is required that the client send us 
advances to cover those costs before they are due. 

ADVANCE DEPOSIT TOWARD FEES AND COSTS 

Because new client matters involve both a 
substantial undertaking by our firm and the establishment of 
client credit with our accounting office, we require an 
advance payment from clients.  The amount of this advance 
deposit is determined on a case-by-case basis discussed first 
with the client, and is specified in our engagement letter. 

Upon receipt, the advance deposit will be deposited 
into the firm’s client trust account.  Our monthly billings 
will reflect such applications of the advance deposit to costs 
and not to attorney’s fees (unless otherwise noted in our 
accompanying engagement letter).  At the end of 
engagement, we will apply any remaining balance first to 
costs and then to fees.  We also reserve the right to require 
increases or renewals of these advanced deposits. 

By signing the initial engagement letter, each client 
is agreeing that trust account balances may be withdrawn 
and applied to costs as they are incurred and to our billings, 
when we issue our invoice to the client.  If we succeed in 
resolving your matter before the amounts deposited are 
used, any balance will be promptly refunded. 

MONTHLY INVOICES AND PAYMENT 

Best Best & Krieger LLP provides our clients with 
monthly invoices for legal services performed and expenses 
incurred.  Invoices are due and payable upon receipt. 

Each monthly invoice reflects both professional and 
other fees for services rendered through the end of the prior 
month, as well as expenses incurred on the client’s behalf 
that have been processed by the end of the prior month.  
Processing of some expenses is delayed until the next month 
and billed thereafter. 

Our fees are not contingent upon any aspect of the 
matter and are due upon receipt.  All billings are due and 
payable within ten days of presentation unless the full 

amount is covered by the balance of an advance held in our 
trust account. 

It is our policy to treat every question about a bill 
promptly and fairly.  It is also our policy that if a client does 
not pay an invoice within 60 days of mailing, we assume the 
client is, for whatever reason, refusing to pay.  We reserve 
the right to terminate our engagement and withdraw as 
attorney of record whenever our invoices are not paid.  If an 
invoice is 60 days late, however, we may advise the client 
by letter that the client must pay the invoice within 14 days 
or the firm will take appropriate steps to withdraw as 
attorney of record.  If the delay is caused by a problem in the 
invoice, we must rely upon the client to raise that with us 
during the 14-day period.  This same policy applies to fee 
arrangements which require the client to replenish fee 
deposits or make deposits for anticipated costs. 

From time to time clients have questions about the 
format of the bill or description of work performed.  If 
you have any such questions, please ask them when you 
receive the bill so we may address them on a current 
basis. 

CHANGES IN FEE ARRANGEMENTS AND BUDGETS 

It may be necessary under certain circumstances for 
a client to increase the size of required advances for fees 
after the commencement of our engagement and depending 
upon the scope of the work.  For example, prior to a 
protracted trial or hearing, the firm may require a further 
advance payment to the firm’s trust account sufficient to 
cover expected fees.  Any such changes in fee arrangements 
will be discussed with the client and mutually agreed in 
writing. 

Because of the uncertainties involved, any estimates 
of anticipated fees that we provide at the request of a client 
for budgeting purposes, or otherwise, can only be an 
approximation of potential fees. 

BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP 
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